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Abstract 
Fix, L., N. Francez and 0. Grumberg, Program composition via unification, Theoretical Computer 
Science 131 (1994) 1399179. 
Program composition and compositional proof systems have proved thermselves important for 
simplifying the design and the verification of programs. The paper presents a version of the jigsaw 
program composition operator previously defined in [Fix et al. (1991, 1992)]. Here, the jigsaw 
operator is defined as the unification of its components by their most general unifier. The jigsaw 
operator generalizes and unifies the traditional sequential and pamMel program composition oper- 
ators and the newly proposed union and superposition operators. We consider a family of frame- 
works each consisting of a programming language, a specification language and a compositional 
syntax-directed proof system. We present syntactic rules to augment any given framework in the 
family with the jigsaw operator. The augmented framework is syntax-directed and compositional. 
Moreover, it is sound and complete with respect to the given framework. 
1. Introduction 
Program composition and compositional proof systems have proved themselves 
important for simplifying the design and verification of programs. In this approach. 
small parts of a software system are programmed and verified separately and then 
composed into a larger system. To develop a system such that its syntactic structure 
reflects the intuitive structure of the algorithm it implements, program composition 
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operators able to reflect common relations among components of algorithms are 
required. Traditional program composition operators are the sequential and the 
parallel composition operators. Recently, other program composition operators have 
been suggested [3,4,9,12]. 
In this paper a composition operator, called jigsaw, is considered. The jigsaw 
composition operator generalizes and unifies the sequential and the parallel operators 
together with the newly proposed union and superposition operators [3,4]. 
Two versions of the jigsaw operator have already been presented and studied in 
[6,7]. Both versions present a composition operator which composes gapped pro- 
grams. A gapped program is a program in the language under consideration which 
includes scattered unspecified statements, to be called gaps. The jigsaw operators 
composes two gapped programs by “filling” gaps in a component with statements 
taken from the other component. In [6] the jigsaw operator is added to a CSP-like 
programming language [l l] and a proof rule for partial correctness of a jigsaw- 
composed program is presented. In [7] the jigsaw operator is added to a UNITY-like 
programming language and rules for proving partial correctness and termination of 
a jigsaw-composed program are presented. In [7] union and superposition are shown 
to be special cases of the jigsaw composition. 
Here, the jigsaw composition of two gapped programs is defined as their unification 
by their most general unifier. A gap in a program is represented by a (meta) variable 
ranging over programs. A gapped program is a term built over primitive objects, 
variables and composition operators. The jigsaw composition of two gapped programs 
T1 and T2 is well-defined if and only if those programs are unifiable. The unification 
procedure simultaneously “fills” gaps of T1 with sub-programs of T, and gaps of 
T2 with sub-programs of 7’r . The jigsaw supports development of programs which are 
syntactically structured according to the intuitive structure of the algorithm they 
implement. Therefore, augmenting an existing framework with the jigsaw is desirable. 
We present a method to extend any given compositional syntax-directed proof 
system with the jigsaw operator. An abstract framework is presented such that any 
concrete proof system which fits the framework is syntactically extended to include 
the jigsaw. First, a method to extend the basic programming language with the jigsaw 
operator is presented. Then, mixed specifications [2,10,14,16] are defined over the 
basic specifications and constructors. Gapped programs are specified by mixed- 
specifications. A mixed specification has two syntactic parts, a promise and a con- 
clusion. The promise introduces assumptions to all gaps of the specified gapped 
program and the conclusion specifies the behavior of the gapped program under the 
assumptions imposed by the promise. Finally, a method is presented to extend the 
basic proof system into a system in which satisfaction of specification can be proved 
for gapped programs. The extended proof system is syntax-directed and composi- 
tional, i.e., a specification for a jigsaw-composed program is verified based on the 
specifications of its components. 
The development of a program in the extended system goes through intermediate 
stages in which gapped programs are built and verified. The program at the final stage 
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must be a program in which all gaps are bound by the jigsaw operators in the program 
to gap-free sub-programs. The program at the final stage is therefore always semanti- 
cally equal to a program in the basic system. The main theorem of the paper states 
that the xtended system is sound and complete with respect to the basic system. More 
formally, given two programs, Tin the basic system and T’ in the extended one, such 
that T’ is semantically equal to T, we prove that if a specification S can be verified for 
T’ then S is semantically true for T, and if S is semantically true for T then it can be 
verified for T’. 
We present an example of a concrete proof system which fits the abstract frame- 
work, and syntactically derive an extended version of it containing the jigsaw oper- 
ator. The concrete proof system is a system for proving partial correctness for 
CSP-like programs [17]. The specification language is a two sorted first order 
predicate language. In the extended system we develop a small program consisting of 
a Producer and a Consumer. Using the jigsaw operator we separate the development 
and the verification of the communication management part from the development 
and verification of the other functions of the program. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the abstract basic 
system. Section 3 introduces the jigsaw-extended system. Section 4 contains an 
example of extending a concrete system with the jigsaw operator. Finally, Section 
5 ends with conclusions. 
2. The basic system 
We follow [13] and present an abstract framework for the development and 
verification of programs. This framework forms the starting point of our work, to be 
called the basic abstract framework. The framework is defined by introducing pro- 
grams (in a common algebraic setup), specifications and correctness formulas over 
programs and specifications. In addition, a compositional syntax-directed proof 
system to derive correctness formulas is defined. 
Definition. Let 0 be a set of primitive objects and let Q? be a set of constructors, where 
CE%? is of finite and fixed arity. The set of programs (terms), Y, defined over 0 and V is 
the smallest set s.t. G CY and if T1 . . . . T,,E~, CM and C is of arity y1 then 
C(T,,...,T,&9-. 
Let 98 be a set of semantic objects (behaviors). Let &$ E 53 (92) be a subset of the 
power set of 99 which has a s-minimal element, denoted by 0. 
Definition. Fog and .6B as above, the semantics of Y is given by a function 
BEH.T: F -Q(B). Such a semantics is compositional if for every C& there exists 
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a total function Kc: ( p*))” -p*) such that BEH,[C(T,,...,T,)]= 
&(BEH,[Tl] )...) BEH,a[T,-j). 
The structure of the basic specifications is not explicitly defined and we assum* 
existence of a semantic function which maps the specifications into the set p (a’). 
Moreover, we assume that a specification does not refer to any program and the 
association between a specification and a program is made only in the correctness 
formulas (defined in the sequel). 
Definition. Let 9’ be a set of specifications close%der conjunction, A. The seman- 
tics of .4p is given by a function BEH~Y : Y -p(?iY), such that: BEH9 [S, AS,] = 
BEHy [ S,]nBEH9 [ S,]. A specification S is a tautology if BEHy [ S] = 98. 
p both programs and specifications are mapped to the same set of behaviors, 
ye, we can relate a program to a specification by relating their respective behav- 
iors. 
Definition. (1) The set @ of correctness formulas is the set of formulas of the form 
“TSat s”, where TEF and SEY. 
(2) A structure is a triple M = (Lk?!, BEH,, BEH9)), where g is a set of behaviors 
a=EH, and BEH9 are semantic functions for F and Y over the same domain, 
m(B). 
(3) A formula “TSatS”E@ holds in a structure M, denoted by MI= TSat S, iff 
BEH,- [ T] c BEH,Y[S]. When there is no confusion we write )= TSat S. 
Definition. A compositional proof system d3 = (d, 9&Y) for @ consists of: 
(1) A (recursive) set d c Q, of formulas called axioms, such that if “TSat YE& then 
TE6. 
(2) A set B of predicates s.t. for every C&F? of arity n, there is Gc~9 on Ypnfl. 
(3) A set 9 of proof-rules, s.t. VC’& there exists a unique rule R&9%! of the form: 
TiSatSi, i=l,n, Gc(Sl,..., S,,S) 
C(T,,...,T,)SatS 
(4) A way to determine whether a predicate in G~EY of arity n holds for a set of 
specifications S,, . . . , S,. 
Definition. A formula I$E@ is provable under no assumption in cc4W, denoted by 
kda 4, if 4 can be derived from axioms in d by applications of rules in W. 
Definition. A proof system dW is sound w.r.t. a structure M if for each formula ~E@J 
k-d34 implies that + 4. 
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Definition. A proof system d98 is relatively complete’ w.r.t. a structure M if for each 
formula ~EQ: M I= 4 implies that Ed8 $. 
3. The jigsaw-extended system 
3.1. The programming language 
Next, gapped programs and the jigsaw operator, denoted by #, are presented. 
Gapped programs are defined by extending the program-algebra with a set of meta 
variables, -Y (with VnO = 8). The program # ( T1, T2) is well defined if and only if 
T, and T2 are unijiable, i.e., there exists a substitution 0 which binds meta variables to 
sub-programs, such that applying 0 to both T1 and T2 results in identical programs, 
T,8 = T#. The meaning of the program # (T,, T2) is defined as the meaning of the 
program obtained by unifying T1 and T, using their most general unifier. A substitu- 
tion 6’ is the most general unifier of T, and T, if and only if TIB= T26’ and moreover 
for every substitution y, if T,y= T,y then there exists a substitution /1 such that 
0 0 i = y, where 0 stands for composition of substitutions (more formally, see Appendix 
A). Intuitively, the unification of T, and T2 results in a program T which is the mutual 
instantiation of T1 and T2, i.e., T can be obtained by a substitution of sub-programs of 
T1 for the structurally corresponding meta variables of T,, and vice versa. 
Definition. Let 0 be the basic set of primitive objects, let %‘?” = %?u { # }, and let V be 
a set of meta variables ranging over programs. The set of gapped programs, F-# (over 
0 and V), is the smallest set s.t. 0 cF-#, -Ycf# and if CE%‘#, T1, . . . . T,EF# then 
C(T1,...,T,,)~F-#.2 
Neither a meaning of a meta variable nor a meaning, in the usual way, of a gapped 
program, are defined. Below, a meaning is assigned to a gapped program in a context. 
A context imposes assumptions on the behaviors of the expected “fillings” of the gaps. 
3.2. The spec$cation language nd the correctness formulas 
Next, a new set of specifications, Y#, and a new set of correctness formulas, are 
presented. A new correctness formula, of the form “TSat s”, binds a gapped program 
to a specification SEY#. In such a formula the specification Y defines both a context 
for T and a characterization of T. 
Let T be a gapped program. A meta variable of T is free if it is not bound by a jigsaw 
operator to any sub-program. T can be specified using an assume-guarantee [18, 
1 We assume, as usual, that all domain properties that are true can be used as additional axioms [I], and 
that all intermediate assertions needed for the proof can be expressed in Y. 
‘Since a variable denotes a gap in a specific location in the program we assume that each variable 
appears at most once in a given program. 
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151 type of specification. In such a specification the behavior of T is characterized 
based on assumptions on the behavior of the sub-programs to be substituted for the 
free variables of T when jigsaw-composed with another program. 
We define a set of assumptions, 9, which contains exactly all the specifications of 9, 
over-lined. The overbar is used to distinguish an assumption from a basic specifica- 
tion. This distinction is needed to define composition of specifications (more in the 
sequel). 
The new set of specifications, 9#, is a set of mixed-specifications. A mixed- 
specification contains two parts separated by a “D” sign. The expression on the 
right-hand side of the “c-l’ sign is a basic specification, considered as the conclusion of 
the specification. The expression on the left-hand side of the “D” sign is syntactically 
defined as a member of an algebra with a set %‘” of operators over the sets of basic 
specifications and assumptions. This expression is considered as the promise of the 
specification. 
A gapped program T satisfies a mixed-specification S iff sub-programs of T satisfy 
the corresponding sub-specifications in the promise of S (if any) and T satisfies the 
conclusion of S under the assumption that the free variables of T (if any) satisfy the 
corresponding assumptions in the promise of S. 
We use the notations in Fig. 1 in all the examples presented in this section, where 
T1, T2 are programs and S;, S; are specifications. We start with an example that 
demonstrates the notion of a gapped program satisfying a mixed-specification. 
Example. Let T1, T2, S; and S; be as in Fig. 1. The gapped-program T, satisfies the 
mixed specification S; iff C2(a1, a*) satisfies S,, X is assumed to satisfy s and 
moreover T, satisfies S3 under the assumption that X satisfies S;. 
Next, we illustrate how mixed-specifications enable a compositional verification of 
a jigsaw-composed program. 
Example. Let T1, T2, S; , S; be as in Fig. 1 and assume the specification S; has been 
verified for T1 and the specification S; has been verified for T2. The program 
# ( T1, T2) is semantically equal to the program C1(C2(a1, a2), u3) obtained by 
substituting Cz(a,, u2) for the meta variable Y and substituting a3 for the meta 
variable X. If S1 and S4 are related in such a way that based on the fact that C,( a,, a2) 
satisfies S1 we can conclude that Cz(al, az) also satisfies S4, S1 confirms S4, then it is 
T~::C~(ca(a~,az), X) S;::C~(S,,S~)DS3 
T,::CI( Y,a3) 
Fig. 1. Ongoing example. 
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possible to conclude that # (T1, T2) satisfies S6. In a similar way, if S5 confirms 
Sz then it is possible to conclude that # (T1, T2) satisfies S3. 
We formally define the syntax and the semantics of the new specification language 
in the following definitions. 
Definition. 
(1) The set 9= { SI SEY} is called the assumption set. The set 9 is closed under 
conjunction and we assume S1 A S2 = S1 A S2. 
(2) The set of mixed-specijcations, Y#, is defined by the following grammer: 
9’# :: Y 1 9 1 C(Y” ,..., Y#) r>Y 1 #(Y#,Y#), where CE%‘. 
(3) SEY# is assumption-free if it does not contain elements of 9. 
Definition. Let S,EY and suppose that either Sz =$sg or S, =SEY. We say that 
S, confirms Sz, to be denoted by S1 *Sz, iff BEH5f[Sl]cBEH,Y[S]. 
We assume that the basic system provides a way to determine whether S1 2 S2 
holds. 
Definition. For a mixed-specification SEY”, its conclusion and promise, denoted by 
conc( S) and promise(S), respectively, are defined as follows: 
(1) if SEY then conc(S)=S and promise(S) is not defined, 
(2) if S=s~g then conc(S)=p and promise(S) is not defined, 
(3) if S=C(S1, . . ..&)DS’ then conc(S)=S’ and promise(S)=C(S1, . . ..S.), 
(4) if S= #(S1, S,) then conc(S)=conc(S,)Aconc(S2) and promise(S)= #(prom- 
ise(S1), promise(S2)). 
Example. Let S; and S; be as in Fig. 1 and let S= # (S;, S;), then 
promise(S)=#(C1(S1,S2), C,(S,,S,)) and conc(S)=S3AS6. 
To define the semantics of mixed-specifications, a function BEH$ : Y# + &$ is 
presented. Intuitively, if S’ is a “consequence” of C( S1, . . , S,), i.e., K,( BEH$ [S,], 
. ..) BEH$[S,])SBEH~$[S’], then BEHF$[C(S1,...,S,)r>S’] is defined as 
BEH, [S’]. Else, it is defined as 0. If the structures of S1 and S2 are unifiable and their 
assumptions are mutually confirmed then BEH$ [ # (S,, S,)] is defined as 
BEH$ [Sl]nBEH$ [S,]. Else, it is defined as 0. Unification is used to find a match 
between the assumptions and the specifications that should confirm them. However, 
here we need to bind specifications to assumptions rather than to variables. We make 
this precise in the following definitions which lead to the formal definition of the 
semantics of mixed-specifications. 
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Definition. Let V be a set of variables. The set of skeleton-terms, 9xX, is defined by: 
9%- :: 9 1 v 1 VA-f I C(Yx- ,...) Yx-)PV 1 #(9X,9X), 
where CM 
Definition. Let SEY# be a mixed-specification. The skeleton of S, denoted by skel(S), 
is a pair in which the first element, denoted by skelI(S), is a skeleton-term and the 
second element, denoted by skelz(S), is a substitution 8 which binds basic specifica- 
tions or assumptions to variables. skel(S) is defined as follows: 
(1) if SEY then skel(S)=(S,&), 
(2) if S=$‘ES then skel(S’)=(X,{X t s”}), where XEV, 
(3) skel(C(S1, . . . . S,) rzS) = (C(skell(S,), . . ..skel.(S,)) t>X, ske12(S,)u...u 
ske&(S,)u{X t S})“, 
(4) skel( # (S,, S,))= ( # (skelI(SI),skelI(S~)),skel~(SI)uske12(S2)). 
Example. Let S = # (S; , S;) where S; , S$ are as in Fig. 1. Then, 
skell(S;)=C1(S,,X2) ~XI, 
ske12(S;)= { X1 + S3, X2 +-s}, 
skell(S$)=C1(Y,, S,) D YI, 
skel,(S;)= { Y1 + S6, Y, + S,}, 
Definition. A substitution f31 = {X1 + S1, . . . , X, t S,) is valid w.r.t. another substitu- 
tion O,={ Y, es;,..., Y, + $1 if for all l<i<n, 1 <jdm if Xi= Yj then conc(Si) 
+ conc(S;) holds. 
Next, a transformation on mixed-specifications, elim : Y# + Y#, is defined, map- 
ping a mixed-specification containing jigsaw occurrences to a mixed-specification free 
of jigsaw, with the same meaning (to be defined). The function elim is defined for 
# (S,, S,) iff S1 and S2 are unifiable (see Appendix A) and their assumptions are 
mutually confirmed. Intuitively, the function elim defines a composition of specifica- 
tions which is to be used to obtain a specification of the jigsaw-composed program 
from the specifications of its components. 
Definition. Let SEY# be a mixed-specification. Then elim(S) is defined as follows: 
(1) if SEOUL then elim(S)=S, 
3 For simplicity assume that ske12(S,), i= 1, n have disjoint sets of variables and X is a fresh variable. 
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(2) elim(C(S1, . . ..S.) BY) is defined to be C(elim(S1), . . ..elim(S.)) r>S’, if for 
every 1~ i < n, elim( Si) is defined, and otherwise it is not defined. 
(3) elim( #(S,, S,)) is defined to be # (elim(S,), elim(S,))=skell(elim(S,))fI, if 
skel, (( S,)), i= 1,2 are defined and are unifiable4 and moreover 6’ is a valid substitution 
both w.r.t. skel,(S,) and w.r.t. skel,(S,), where 
Otherwise, it is not defined. 
If elim( # (S,, S,)) is defined, # (S,, S,) is called well-defined. 
Example. Let S; , S2 be as in Fig. 1. 
l mgu*(skelI(S;), skelI(S;))={X, + S,, Y, + S,, Xi +-X1 A Yi, Y, + Xi A Yi}. 
0 0=1x,4-s,, Y~+--Si,X~+-S3AS~, Y1+sJA&}. 
l elim(#(S;,S;))=skel,(elim(S;))e=C1(S,,Sg)DS3ASSs,provided that 8isvalid 
for skel,(S;), i.e., S5 * S2 and S3 A S6 * S3 (which is always true). Moreover, 0 is 
valid for skelz(S;), i.e., Si * S4 and S3 A S6 * S6. 
Definition. Let S# be the set of mixed-specifications, let 957 be the basic set of behaviors 
and let BEHy be the basic sextic function for Y. The semantics of 9” is defined by 
the function BEH$ : S# + p(B): 
(1) if SEY then BEH~$[S]=BEH,[S], 
(2) if SET then BEH$ [g] = BEH,v[S], 
(3) if S=C(Si, . . ..S.) r>S’ and C# # then BEH$[C(S,,...,S,) DS’]= 
BEH$[S’], if Kc(BEH$[S,], . . . . BEH$ [S,]) c BEH$ [S’] and the set 0, otherwise. 
(4) if S=#(S1,Sz) then BEH$[#(S,,S,)]=BEH$[elim(#(S,,S,))], if 
# (S,, S,) is well-defined and the set 0, otherwise. 
The meaning of a gapRprogram Tin context S is defined by a semantic function 
BEH,$_9:Y-# x S# + p(g), to be denoted by BEH,$_,[TJs]. The meaning of Tin 
context S is defined iff T and S are identically structured, i.e., the structural elements in 
S correspond to the structure of T. Intuitively, if the program T is a basic program 
then its meaning is defined to be the meaning given to it in the basic system. If 
T contains a free variable then the meaning of this variable is taken to be the meaning 
of the corresponding assumption in the promise of S. If T is of the form # ( T1, T,) 
then a meaning is defined for Tiff T1 and T2 are unifiable. The meaning of # ( TI , T,) 
is defined to be the meaning of the program obtained by unifying T1 and T2 using 
’ mgu* is the most general unifier except that if it binds a variable to another variable, for example X + Y, 
then this assignment is replaced by X + X A Y, Y t X A Y. Intuitively, the assumptions on the correspond- 
ing gaps are “collected”. 
5 The substitution composition in this case is commutative since the substitutions have disjoint sets of 
variables, therefore, elim( #(S,, S,))=elim( #(S,, S, )). 
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their most general unifier. In order to formally define the meaning of Tin context S we 
need the following definitions. 
Definition . Let TE~-# and SEY#. T and S are identically structured iff 
(1) TEF and SEY, or 
(2) TEY and SG~, or 
(3) T= C( T1, . , T,,), S = C( S1, . . , S,) D S and Ti and Si are identically structured, 
1 Qi<n, or 
(4) T= # ( T1, Tz), S = # (Sr , S,) and Ti and Si are identically structured, i = 1,2. 
Example. Let T1, T2, S; and S; be as in Fig. 1. T1 and S; are identically structured 
since C2(a,, a2) and S1 are identically structured and so are X and s. T2 and S; are 
identically structured since Y and K are identically structured and so are a3 and S5. 
Consequently, # ( T1, T2) and # (S;, S;) are identically structured. 
Definition. Let TE.Y-# be a gapped program. elim( T) is defined by: 
(1) if TEOUV then elim( T)= T, 
(2) elim(C(T,,...,T,))=C(elim(T,),...,elim(T,)),ifC## andforevery l<i<n, 
elim( Ti) is defined, and it is not defined, otherwise, 
(3) elim( # ( T1, T2))= # (e/im( T,), elim( T,))=elim( T,) mgu(elim( T,), elim( T,)), if 
elim( Ti), i= 1,2 are defined and # ( T1, T2) is well-defined, and it is not defined, 
otherwise. 
Next the meaning of a term TEJ F# in a context SEY# is defined by a semantic 
function BEH$ _ iy. This function is defined only for well-defined terms and specifica- 
tions and moreover, only for terms and specifications with identical structures. 
Definition. Let TEF-# and SEY# be such that both elim( T) and elim(S) are defined 
and moreover, elim( T) and elim(S) are identically structured. The mxng of the term 
Tin the context of S, given by the function BEH$_, : F x Y -p(g), is defined as 
follows: 
(1) if e/im( T)ES then BEH$ _Y [ T&l = BEH,- [ elim( T)], 
(2) if elim( T)EY then BEHf -Y [ TJs] = BEH$ [S], 
(3) if elim(T)=C(T1,...,T,) and elim(S)=C(S1,...,S,)r=-S’ then 
In order to define the set of new correctness formulas we need the following 
definition. 
Definition. Let TEF-# and SEY#. A subterm T’ET and a subterm S’ES correspond 
w.r.t. T and S if one of the following conditions holds: 
(1) T’=Tand S’=S, 
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(2) There exist subterms T” and S” of T and S which correspond w.r.t. T and S and 
one of the following conditions holds: 
(a) T” = C( T, , . . . , T,), S”=C(S1, . . . . S,) r>S*, T’ = Ti and s’ = Si, for some i, 
ldidn, 
(b) T”= #(Tl, Tz), S”= #(S1,Sz), r’=Ti and S’=Si, for some i, l<i<2. 
Definition . Let TEF# and SEY#. The formula “TSat# S” holds in the structure (B’, 
BEH.$ _ ‘y, BEH~$ > iff BEH$ _.(y [ Tl,] is defined and for each pair of subterms T’E T 
and S’ES, if T’ and S’ correspond w.r.t. T and S then BEH$ _,y’ [ T’ Jsz] c BEH$ [S’]. 
3.3. The proof system 
Next, a proof system for the new correctness formulas is presented. 
Definition. Let slz% = (JzZ, 9,9) be a basic compositional proof system. The com- 
positional proof system dB’# = (&“, B#, 9) for formulas of the form “TSat” s” is 
defined by: 
(1) The set 59 is the basic set of predicates, 
(2) The set d# is an extension of J&’ with the following formulas: 
The variable-axioms 
X Sat” g, where XEY and SEP. 
(3) The set 9?# is defined by: 
(a) The composition rules. For every rule Rc in 99 of the form 
TiSatSi, i=l,n, G,-(S, ,..., S,,S) 
C(T,,...,T,)SatS 
the following rules are in 9?!#: 
TiSatSi, i=l,n, G&S, ,..., S,,S) 
C(T 1, . ..> T,)Sat” S 
provided that Ti~3, S,gY, for i= l,n, and 
TjSat#Si, i=l,n, G,(con~(S~),...,conc(S,),S) 
C( T1, . . . . T,,)Sat”C(S,, . . . . S,) r>S 
(b) Three additional rules: 
(i) The jigsaw rule 
TiSat#Si, i=1,2 
#(T1, TJSat# #(S1, Sd 
provided that # ( S1, S,) is well-defined. 
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The substitution rule 
TSat” S 
TSat” S[skell(S1)B/ # (Sl,S2)l 
for every subterm # (S,, S,) 
skell(S2))oske12(S1)oskel,(S2)) 
The assumption-freeness rule 
TSat# S 
TSaP S[S,/(M, c-S,)] 
in S, where 8=(mgu*(skell(S,), 
for every subterm Ml D S, in S, where M 1 is assumption-free. 
(1) The variable axioms allow to assume any basic specification for a variable. If the 
set Y is not recursive neither is the set of additional axions presented here. 
(2) A predicate GE?? is redefined over (9’ugj)n in the following way: 
G(S,, . . . . S; . . . . S,) holds iff G(S,, ...) Si, . . . . S,) holds. 
(3) The composition rules include two types of rules. The simpler rules enable to 
employ part of the proof in the basic system, provided that the programs and the 
specifications are of basic types. This postpones the introduction of the more complex 
rules, required for the jigsaw-extended system, to the point where they are necessary. 
The composition rules of the second type allow to preserve the component specifica- 
tions which the conclusion S is based upon. 
(4) The jigsaw rule allows to derive a mixed specification for a jigsaw-composed 
program based on the specifications of its constituents. Thus, the compositionality of 
the basic proof system is preserved. Since only well-defined specifications are allowed, 
this rule is applicable only when assumptions made on gaps in T1 are implied 
(confirmed) by the specifications proved for the corresponding sub-programs in T,. 
Similarly, assumptions made on gaps in T2 are confirmed by the specifications proved 
for the corresponding subprograms in T1. 
(5) The substitution rule allows to eliminate a jigsaw operator and to reduce the 
number of assumptions in a specification. 
(6) The assumption-freeness rule allows to replace a mixed-specification which is 
free of assumptions by a semantically equivalent basic specification. 
Next the main theorem of the paper is presented. The theorem claims the soundness 
and completeness of the extended system with respect to the basic one, i.e., given two 
programs, T in the basic system and T’ in the extended one, such that T’ is 
semantically equal to T we prove that any basic specification that can be verified for 
T’ is semantically true for T and every basic specification, semantically true of T, can 
be verified for T’. 
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Definition. A predicate Cc& is monotone iff 
(1) If Si q Si and Gc(S1, . . . . Si, . . . . Sk, Sk+ 1) holds then Gc(S,, . . . . Si, . . . . Sk, Sk+ 1) 
holds, for every 1 <id k. 
(2) If &+I * S;+l and Gc(Sl,...) Si )..., S,,Sk+l) holds then G,-(Sl,...) Si )..., 
Sk, S; + 1 ) holds. 
Definition. A predicate GEE?? is compositional iff, if Gc(S 1, . . . , Si, . . . , Sk, S’) holds and 
Gc(S1, . .) Si, . . . , Sk, S”) holds then Gc(S1, . . . , Si, . . , , Sk, S’ A S”) holds. 
Theorem 3.1 (Soundness and completeness). Assume all predicates in 9’ are monotone 
and compositional. For every T’EY-# and TEY such that T= elim( T’) and for every 
basic specijication S: I= TSat S ifs Eddx T’Sat# S. 
In Appendix B a proof of Theorem 3.1 is presented. 
4. Example 
In this section we present an example of a concrete proof system and show that it 
fits the abstract framework presented in Section 2. Consequently, an extended proof 
system which allows for jigsaw compositions can be syntactically derived from the 
basic proof system. The soundness and the completeness of the concrete jigsaw- 
extended system with respect to the concrete basic system is derived from the 
soundness and completeness of the abstract framework (Theorem 3.1). The concrete 
system is a simple version of the system presented in [17]. 
4.1. The programming language 
Following [17], a compositional syntax-directed proof system for proving partial 
correctness for a CSP-like language is presented. The set r of programs is defined 
over the following sets of primitive objects, 0, and constructors, %? 
O={skip}u(~:=~}~-~{b}u{D!e)u{D?x), 
%={(I, ;, 0, While}. 
The skip statement and the multiple assignment statement Z:=E? have their usual 
meanings. The statement b (a boolean condition over 2) functions as a guard. 
Whenever b is evaluated to true it can be passed. When b evaluates to false the guard 
cannot be passed and the computation either terminates, if b guards a While statement 
or fails, if b does not guard a While statement. Processes in the network are not 
allowed to have shared program variables. Processes can communicate with each 
other only along named, directed channels. Communication along a channel, say D, 
occurs when an output command D!e and an input command D?x are executed 
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simultaneously by the processes attached to D. The value e is then assigned to the 
program variable x and both processes continue their execution. The statements 
(P, /I P2)6 and (P, ; P2) stand for parallel and sequential compositions of PI and P2, 
respectively. The statement (PI i? Pz) stands for nondeterministic choice between 
P, and P,. Finally, the statement (While b, P) stands for guarded iteration, where the 
guard is b and the body is P. 
4.2. The semantics of the programming language 
The set of behaviors 93 is defined next. 
Definition. A trace T is a finite sequence of pairs consisting of a channel-name and 
a communication value. A special case is the empty trace 0. A trace or is an initial 
prefix of r2, written as r1 <TV, iff there exists a trace r such that the concatenation r15 
is equal to r2. 
Definition. A state s is a function assigning values to program variables. The set of all 
states is denoted by State. 
Definition. A state-trace-state triple is a triple (sl, T, sz), where r is a trace, s1 is a state 
and s2 is a state or a special symbol 1. 
A triple (sr , z, I) indicates an unfinished computation, that is, a computation which 
started in state s1 and has already performed the communications in z, but has not yet 
terminated. 
The set B is defined as the set of all state-trace-state triples. 
Definition. A set of state-trace-state “u is pvejx closed iff for all triples (sr, rl, s2), 
(sg, t2,sq): if (s3,t2,s4W and (s1,z1,s2)~(s3,z2,sq) then (s1,r1,s2)~@, where 
(s~,~~,s~)~(s~,z~,s~) iff (s1=s3Ar1=z2As2=sq) or (s,=sjArI<r2As2=I). 
We denote by 0 the set {(s,(), 1)I sestates}. 
Definition. The set @G) is the set of all prefix closed sets of state-trace-state triples 
which contain the set 0. 
Lemma 4.1. The set @*) with the inclusion order (G) is a cpo (complete partial order) 
with a minimal element 0. 
Proof. (1) The inclusion order on sets is a partial order (reflexive, anti-symmetric, 
transitive). 
6 For clarity we use infix notation 
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(2) By definition the minimal element 0 is included in every elemeni c&$. 
(3) Every chain X = Bi c B, c ... has a lub (least upper bound) in @ (S9) which is 
equal to the union of all elements in the chain X. 0 
Definition. For a set % of state-trace-state triples, close(%) is defined as the least 
nonempty prefix closed set containing all elements of %. 
The semant%f the programs in Y is next given by defining a semantic function 
BEH, : f -+ 53 (B). Let the variables of a program range over the set V’ul of values. 
First, BEHT is defined for all elements in 0: 
BEH,(skip)= { close({(s, (),s)}) I sEState Asf I}, 
BEH,(x:=e)={close({(s,(),s[[e]s/x])})Is~StateAs#I}, 
BEH,(b)=(close({if[b]s then (s,(),s) else(s,(),I)})IsEStateAs#I}, 
BEH,(D!e)=(close({(s,(D,[e]s),s)})~s~StuteAs#I), 
BEH,(D?x)=(close({(s,(D,o),s[v/x])})~u~Vul,s~StuteAs#I). 
In order to define*set of functions {Kc I CM] we adopt the following notations: 
(1) Let Bi, B2Ek3(W. 
(2) Let chan(Bi) stand for all channels which appear in the traces of Bi. 
(3) Let chun(B1, B,)=chun(Bl)uchun(B2). 
(4) Let 4hon~~d stand for the projection of the trace r on the set of channels 
ChUn( Bi). 
(5) Let vur(&) be the set of variables for which the states in Bi assign values. 
(6) Let s Lw~) stand for the projection of the state s on the variables of var(Bi). 
The set {Kc) CM} is defined as follows: 
K,(Bi, &)=B1uB1, 
K,(B,,B*)={(S,~,I)I(S,5,I)EB1} 
u{(SI,~Ib,S2)I3S’: (S1,Z1,S’)EB1A\(S’,t2,S*)EBZ}, 
K (~,,~,)={(sl,~,s,)I(s,,~lc~~~(~,),S’)~~1~(~1,~lc~~~(B2),SN~~~2 
A(71 chan(B,,B2))=~A((s’#I and s”#I then 
s~I~~~(B~)=s’As~I~~*(B~)=s” else s2=l)), 
KWhile(B12 B2)=P2f3~,B2(0)~ 
where 
& El,& g AFsl,BzAB. U@1,T,S2)EB(if(s2> ( >,%)$B1 
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Lemma 4.2. For every TEF, BEH,-[ TIE@*). 
Proof (sketch). (I) By definition for every 0~0, BEH,7 [0] IZ&$. 
B 1, ..., B,E @w) then (2) It is pass* to show that for every CE%?, if 
Kc(B,, ..., &JE53(@ 0 
Conclusion. The least fixed point of yB,,B2 is defined since 
Kc functions are monotone. Therefore, for every TEF the 
a meaning. 
Q&& is a cpo and the 
function BEH,F defines 
4.3. The spec$cation 
The set Y of specifications is a set of formula-triples with a typical element [I, p, q], 
where I, p and q are formulas in a first order predicate language with two sorts of 
auxiliary variables, integer variables v and trace variables t. A trace is a sequence 
of communications each of which contains a channel name and a value. Intuit- 
ively, a correctness formula “TSat [I, p, q]” holds if whenever T is started in an 
initial state and with an initial communication history for which p holds, then 
the invariant I holds for the communication history of T at any moment during 
the execution of T. Also, whenever T terminates, q holds for the final state and 
the final communication history of T. The invariant I does not contain program 
variables. 
The syntax of the formulas I, p, q is defined as: 
expression e :: 0 I I ( w / v I x ( val(texp[e]) I I texpl 1 e,+e, 
channel-name c :: D ) chan(texp[e]) 
trace texp :: t I ncset ( (texp I cset) 
formula p :: el=e2 I c1=c2 I plAP2 lip I +.CPl I 3t.CPl 
Comments. o is a special value of program variables, standing for “undefined”. 
val(texp[e]) is the value of the e-th communication in trace texp. I texp 1 is the length 
of the trace texp. chan( texp[ e]) is the channel-name of the e-th communication in the 
trace texp. x is a special auxiliary trace variable which must occur free in a formula. 
rr denotes the communication history of the execution up to the current state. 
Moreover, only a projection of rc on a set of channels cset, to be denoted rccser, can 
occur in a formula. (texp) cset) is the projection of trace texp on a set of channels, cset. 
Auxiliary variables, except for 71, that occur free in formulas are also called logical 
variables. 
We will freely use abbreviations such as texp, = texpz or p -+q, defined as 
usual. 
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4.4. The semantics of the speciJications 
An assertion p is interpreted in an auxiliary variables environment y and a state- 
trace-state triple (sl,z,sz), where s2 # 1. We write [p]~~(s~,s,s~) for the following 
interpretation: 
(1) free occurrences of auxiliary integer variable u or trace variable t, are interpreted 
as values y(a) and y(t) resp., 
(2) program variable x is interpreted as sz(x), 
(3) a trace projection z,,,~ is taken to be (~1 cset). 
An assertion p is called valid denoted by I=p iff Vy V(s,, rr, s2). [p]r(sI, TV, s2) holds. 
The semantics of the specifications is defined by the semantic function 
BEHs : Y -9 @ (B): 
A(s;#l implies [q]y(so,~oz~,s~))l}. 
A formula of the form TSat S is defined to hold iff BEHT[ T] G BEHs[S]. Intuit- 
ively, a program T satisfies (I, p, q} if given an initial state-trace-state, (sO, zO, sl ), for 
which p holds, each execution of T which starts in s1 either diverges or terminates in 
a state, s2, such that q holds in (so, rOrI, s2), where r1 is the trace associated with that 
execution. Moreover, the assertion I holds for all prefixes of (s0,zOz1,s2). 
Lemma 4.3. For every specification [I, p, q] ifp -+I is not valid then there does not exist 
a program TEY which satisjes this specification. 
Proof. First we prove the following claim. 
Claim. Let (so,7,,,s1) and y be such that [pAV~l]y(s~,z~,s~) then 
(S1,o,~)~BEH~rCCI,P,qll. 
Proof of Claim. Assume (sr, ( ), I)GBEH, [[I, p, q]]. According to the definition 
of BEH, if [~lY(s~,~~,s~) holds and (~~~0, -LIEBE& CCLp,qll then 
[I]Y(so, z. (), I) holds. Therefore, [l]y(sO, z. (), sl) holds (since I is interpreted 
only in r,), a contradiction. 0 
Based on the above claim if p +I is not valid then BEHy [[I, p, q]] does not 
contain the set 0 and therefore there does not exist a program which satisfies this 
specification (since the meaning of every program contain 0). This proves Lemma 
4.3. q 
Conclusion. We can redefine the set of specifications Y to be the set of all specifications 
for which p -+I holds. This restriction does not exclude any interesting specification. 
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Lemma 4.4. For every [I, p, q] if p + I is valid then BEHY [[I, p, q]] E @w). 
Proof. (1) Prejix-closed: Let (s,,zl,s2)~BEHy[[Z,p,q]] and let (sr,z;,s;)< 
(s1,r1,s2) then for every y and for every (sO,zO,sl): if [p]~(sO,zO,s,) then for every 
(~~,c’;,s’;)~(s~,t;,s;) the following holds (s1,z’;,sI;)~(s1,z1,s2) and therefore 
[Z]y(s,,~~z’;,s~)A(s~#~ implies [q]~(so,ror;,s;)). 
(2) Includes 0: Let slEState. Next we show that (sr, ( ), I)EBEH~ [[Z,p,q]]. 
Foreveryyandforevery(s,,z,,s,)it has tobeshownthatif[p]y(s,,ro,s,)holds(we 
therefore know that [Z]~(sO,zO,sI) holds) then [Z]y(sO,rO,I) holds. We can con- 
clude the above since Z is interpreted only in rO. 0 
Conclusion. For every mixed-specification SEY” the function BEH$ (defined as 
presented in the abstract framework) defines a meaning. 
4.5. The basic proof-system 
Only some of the axioms and the rules of the system are given here, the rest can be 
found in [17]. 
Skip skip Sat [I, p A I, p A Z] , 
Assignment X := 2 Sat [I, p [ t?/lx] A I, p A Z] , 
Guard b Sat [Z,pAZ,pAZAb], 
output D!e Sat CZ,Zr\ZCnD(o,e>ln,lA4Cn,(D,e>/7101,ZA41, 
Input D?x Sat [Z,ZAVv.(Z[n,(D, v)/no] 
AqC711)(D,U)l~D,v/xl),ZAql 
Sequential-composition 
TISatS,, T,SatS,, G;(S,,S,,S) 
(T,;T,)SatS 
where Si=[Zi,pi,qi], i=l,2, S=[Z,p,q] and G;(S,,S,,S) holds iff (II +Z)A 
(Z2~Z)A(P~P1)A(ql-,Pz)A(q2~4). 
Choice-composition 
T,SatS,, T2SatS2, Go(Sl,S2,S) 
(T, 0 T,)SatS 
where Si=[Zi,pi,qi], i=l,2, S=[Z,p,q] and Gc(Sr,S2,S) holds iff (ZI +Z)A 
(~~-‘OA(P+(PIAP~)) A((q1Vq2)+q). 
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Parallel-composition 
T,SatS,, T,SatS,, G,(S,,&,S) 
(TI II T,)SatS 
where Si=[Zi,pi,qi], i=l,2, S=[Z,p,q] and G,‘(S,,S,,S) holds iff 
((ZI A Z2)+Z) A(P~(PlAP2))~((qlAqz)-‘q). With the restrictions: 
oUr(pi, qi)fTUUr(Sj)=@ for (i,j)=(l,2), (2, l), ChUn(Zi,pi,qi)nChUn(Sj)cChUn(Si) for 
(C”i)=(L2), (291). 
While-composition 
T,SatS,, bSatS,> Gv,~SI,S~,S) 
( While b, T1 ) Sat S 
where S1 = [I1 ,pl, ql], S= [I, p, q], S2 = [true, b, b] and Gwhir,(Sr, Sz, S) holds iff 
(ZI -Z)A((b/\~)-t~,)A((qlAb)-t~,)A((qlAlb)jq). 
In order to prove that the above system fits the general abstract framework 
presented in Section 2 we have to show that the set of specifications Y is closed under 
conjunction and that there exists a way to determine if a specification S1 confirms 
a specification S2, i.e., BEHY [ S, ] * BEH9 [ S,] . 
Lemma 4.5. ~~~~CC~l,pl,qlll~~~~~~CC~~,p~,q~ll hold ifs (II -‘ZZ)A 
(~2 +pt)A(q, --+qz) holds. 
Proof. Immediate. 0 
To prove closedness under conjunction of 9’ we have to show that 
[II, pl, q1 ) A [ Z2, pz, q2] is a specification in 9’ and that the meaning of this specifica- 
tion is the intersection of the meaning of [Zl,pI,q,] with the meaning of [Z2, p2,q2]. 
Unfortunately, in [ 171 the conjunction operator on specifications of the form [I, p, q] 
is not defined, however, we show that it is possible to define a specification in Y such 
that its meaning is the intersection of the meaning of [II, pl, ql] with the meaning of 
[Zz,p2, q2]. Thus, semantically, Y is closed under conjunction even though the 
conjunction is not represented in the syntax of Y by the A syntactic operator. 
Let I, p, q be defined as follows: 
I= 
P= 
q= 
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where L is a logical variable which does not appear in the assertions Ii, pi, qi, for 
iE{ 1,2}. 
Let Si = [I [ i/L], p [ i/ L] , q [ i/L]]. As usual for logical variables (see also [ 17]), we 
interpret TSat [I, p, q] as Vi : TSat Si. By definition this set of correctness formulas 
hold iff 
BEH,~[T]s((‘)iBEH,[Si]) 
Therefore, the meaning of [I, p, q] is ( ni BZMY [ S’i] ). In our case, for every i$ ( 1,2,3}, 
Si = [true, false, true], that is, BEHY [ Si] = 99. Thus, 
(~i~~~~~CSil~=(~~~,~E~~l~~~~~C~~l~~~~~C~~l~. 
It is easy to see that 
sz=cz1, Pl AlPz, 411, 
S3=cZ2,lPl AP2, %I. 
To show that the meaning of [I, p, q] is equal to the intersection of the meaning of 
[Z1, pl, ql] with meaning of [Z,, p2, q2] we prove the following lemma: 
Lemma 4.6. 
Proof. First direction. We show that Z?EHY[[Z,, pl, ql]]nBEH,[[Z2, p2,q2]] G 
BEHyCSllnBEH,~CS21nBEH,lpCS31. Assume, (sl, TI, s2kBEH,CC11, PI, qllln 
B-QbCCI,, ~27 Al. 
Four cases: 
(1) Let y and (so, T,,, sl) be such that [pl Ap2]y(so, zO, sl) holds. Then for every 
(sl, r;,s;)<(sl, ‘51, sz), [I1 AZ2]y(s0, ~~71, ~5) holds and if &#I then 
[q1Aq,]y(so,z,~;,s;)holds.Therefore,checkingeveryyand(s,,z,,s,)asabovewe 
can conclude that (sl, TV, s2)~BEHy[Si], i= 1,3. 
(2) Let y and (s,,, tO, sl) be such that [ipI Ap,]y(s,,, zo, sl) holds. Then for every 
(~1, z;, s;)<(sl, 71, Q), CI2ly(s0, z~z'~, &I holds andifs,#I then [qalv(so, ZOT'I, 6) 
holds. Therefore, checking every y and every (so, 50, sl) we can conclude that 
(~1, ~1, s2)EBEH,y[Si], i=l,3. 
(3) The case where [pl Alp,]y(~, zo, sl) holds is similar. 
(4) Let y and (so,zo,sl) be such that [lpl A1p2]y(so,ro,~l) holds. Then 
[p[i/L]]y(so,zo,sl) is false for every i=l,3. As a result, (s1,z1,s2) is trivially 
contained in BEH,y [ Si] 2 i = 1,3. 
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Second direction. To show that BEH,[Sl]nBEHy[S2]nBEH,~[S3]E 
BEH,[[11,p,,q,]]nBEH,‘[[Z2,pz,q2]], the same four cases are checked. The 
details are omitted. 0 
Next we show that the predicates GWhile, Go, G , G. , are monotone and composi- 
tional and therefore the syntactic transformation defined in Section 3 on the basic 
proof system produces a sound and relative complete proof system w.r.t. the basic 
system. 
Lemma 4.7. The predicates GWhire, G”, GE, G; are monotone and compositional. 
Proof. Only the proof for G, is brought here. 
(1) Monotone: Immediate from the definitions. 
(2) Compositional: Assume G;(CZi, pl, qll, C12, pz, q21, CT, p’, dl) and G;(CII, PI, 411, 
[Z2, p2, q2], [I”, p”, q”]) hold. We know that (I, + (Z’AZ”))A(Z, + (Z’AZ”))A 
(P’+PI)A(P”+PI)A(qI +Pz)A(42 + (q’ A 4”)). The following assertions should be 
satisfied: 
(a) I, + (L=l+(Z’AZ”))A(L=2+Z’)A(L=3+Z”)), 
(b) Z2+ ((L=l -+(Z’AZ”))A(L=2+Z’)A(L=3+Z”)), 
(c) ((p’Vp”)A((p’Ap”)+L=l)A((p’Alp”)+L=2) 
A((lp’Ap”)+L=3))+p,, 
(4 (41 + PZ), 
(e) q2+((L=1+(q’Aq”))A(L=2-+q’)A(L=3+q”)). 
All the above can be concluded from the assumption. 0 
4.6. Application 
Showing that the version of the system [17] presented above fits the basic abstract 
system, we can develop and verify programs containing jigsaw operators based on the 
extended system. The jigsaw operator allows the development and verification of 
a program in a compositional manner in which the units of modularity are not 
necessarily derived by the top-level constructors of the programming language. To 
make this point clear we apply the extended concrete system to an example. 
Assume we are given the following informal description of a system. The network 
consists of two nodes. The Producer node is required to produce a sequence of 
consecutive prime numbers and send them to the other node, called the Consumer. 
The Consumer node receives the numbers and signals the Producer to halt after 
receiving a prime number which meets some requirements. In addition, assume that 
due to the nature of the communication system the values to be communicated should 
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Primes :: ( ProducerP /I Consume+‘), where 
ProducerP :: ConsumerP :: 
( While more = 1, ( While more = 1, 
( While found = 0, K 
prod, j, found := prod + 1, 1,l; (new > 100; more := 0 
( While j < max A found # 0 0 
found, j:=mod(prod, array[j]), j+ 1)); new < 100; skip); 
max, array [ max + 11, found := max + 1, prod, 0; N) 
Z) 
Fig. 2. The Primes subtask. 
Communication 
ProducerC :: 
( While more = 1, 
Y; 
num := prod; 
( While num 3 63 
D12!63; num:=num-63); 
D12! num; Dll? more) 
. . . . (Producef /I Consumef), where 
ConsumerP :: 
( While more = 1, 
D12? temp; new := temp; 
( While temp = 63, 
D, 2? temp; new := new + temp); 
M; 
Dzl ! more) 
Fig. 3. The Communication subtask. 
be representable by a binary number of no more than six digits (should not be greater 
than 63). Thus, some communication management subtask should be added, that 
handles numbers greater than 63. It is clear that the program should be of the general 
form (Producer jl Consumer). Therefore, to develop this program in a compositional 
syntax-directed manner would traditionally mean to develop and verify the Producer 
subtask and the Consumer subtask separately and then parallel compose them. 
However, the program consists of two distinct subtasks that one might want to handle 
separately in a syntax-directed and compositional manner. One subtask includes the 
production and the acceptance of the prime numbers. The other subtask includes the 
communication management. The jigsaw operator makes it possible to handle separ- 
ately those subtasks. 
In Fig. 2, the Primes subtask is presented. The meta variables Z, V and N hide the 
details of the communication management which are not relevant to the development 
of the Primes subtask. The variable more is equal to 1 as long as the Consumer has not 
yet received the required prime number, that is, a prime number greater or equal to 
100. The production of the prime numbers in ProducerP begins in an initial state in 
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which an array variable array contains a single value, urray[ l] = 2, and the variable 
prod contains 2. The next prime number is found by repeating the following proced- 
ure: The value of prod is increased by 1 and then prod is divided by all previously 
found prime numbers (ail of them are stored in array). If none of them is a divisor of 
prod then prod contains a prime number and it is stored in array. If the current value 
of prod can be divided by one of the prime numbers stored in array, then we conclude 
that prod does not contain a prime number and repeat the above procedure. 
In Fig. 3, the Communication subtask is presented. The meta variables Y and 
M hide the details of the production and the consuming of the prime numbers. In 
ProducerC a number r greater or equal to 63 is send to ConsumerC by representing r as 
m x 63 + n, where 06 n < 63, and sending m + 1 numbers to Consumer’. The first 
m values to be sent are 63 and the last one is n. 
The specification that we next verify for the program claims that if the program 
terminates then the value of new at the last state is prime and is greater or equal to 100. 
In the following we abbreviate the projection x~,~,~~, of 7~ on the channels D12 and 
Dzl and denote it by 71. The length of 7~ is denoted by lust. We define Ak to be the 
following set of natural numbers: if the length of n is less than k or the k-th element in 
7~ records a communication on channel Dzl then Ak is the empty set. Else, Ak contains 
the natural numbers k, k- 1, k-2, . . . . k-l such that the elements k, k- 1, k-2, . . . . 
k - 1 of z record communications on D12 and either the (k- I- 1)th element of 
71 records a communication on Dzl or (n(= k- 1. Formally, 
A,= 
i 
8 if chun(x[k])=DzI V jxj<k, 
{k JuAk_ 1 otherwise. 
Next we present the verification of Producer’: 
(1) Using the basic guard axiom: 
more = 1 Sut# q1 
where 
41 z [I,Z,more=l], 
I E Vi: ldiblast: (~han(n.[i])=D~~A\ul(n[i])#63) 
~prime(Cj,,iuUl(~Ol)). 
(2) Using a variable axiom: 
YSat# q2 
where 
q2 g [Z,Z AcoApr, IAcoAprAprime(prod)], 
co 2 n=()Vchun(~[lust])=D21, 
pr 2 Vk: kE_Af: (prime( k<prod)++kEurtray[ 1 . . max]. 
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(3) Using axioms and proof rules of the basic system: 
num := prod; 
(While num 2 63, 
D1,!63; num:=num-63); Sat# q3 
D12! num; Dzl? more 
where 
q3 2 [I,1 AcoAprAprime(prod), IAcoAprAprime(prod)Aprod=si’], 
(4) Using (2), (3) and the sequential composition rule: 
Y; 
num := prod; 
(While num 3 63, 
D1,!63; num:=num-63); Sat# (Lj2; q3) c>q4 
D12! 63; num; Dzl?more 
where 
q4 2 [I, I A co A pr, I A co A pr A prime( prod) A prod = si’] 
(5) Using (l), (4) and the while composition rule: 
Producer’ Sat# (While ql, 
(G; q3) p44 
I-45 
where 
q5 2 [I, IAinit, ZAprime(si’)], 
init 2 found=OAmax=lAarray[1]=2Aprod=2An=( )Amore=l. 
We presented above typical steps of the proof and in Appendix C this example is 
completed. 
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5. Conclusions 
In [6,7] the jigsaw operator has been introduced into two different frameworks. In 
both frameworks the jigsaw composition rules are syntax-directed but not composi- 
tional. This raises the question whether the noncompositionality of those rules is due 
to the nature of the jigsaw composition or due to the noncompositionality of the basic 
frameworks. Here, we address this question and show that adding the jigsaw to an 
algebraic and compositional framework results in a compositional rule for jigsaw 
composition. 
The extended proof system is also proved in [S] to be sound and complete, using 
the common definitions for these notions. In this case, additional properties of the 
basic framework are assumed. 
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Appendix A. Unification 
Definition. A substitution assigns terms to variables. A substitution is denoted by 
19=(x, c T1,...,X, t T,}, n>O, every Ti is different from Xi and there are no two 
identical variables. A substitution with no elements is called empty substitution and it 
is denoted by E. 
Definition. Let 0 = {X1 c T1, . . . , X,c T,} be a substitution and TEF-# a term. Then, 
TI!IEF-# is the term obtained from T by simultaneously replacing all occurrences of 
each Xi in T by Ti. 
Definition. Let8={X,cT,,...,X,cT,},8,={Y,eT;,...,Y,cT~}betwosub- 
stitutions. The composition of 8, and e2 is the substitution, denoted by e1 0 e2, which is 
obtained from the set {X, c Tltlz, . . . . X, +- T,,9,, Y1 c T’l, . . . . Y,,, + Tg} by omit- 
ting all elements of the form Xj + Tj6, for which Xj= Tj9, and all elements of the 
form Yi t Ti for which YieX1, . . . . X,}. 
Definition. A substitution 0 is called a unifier of the two terms T1, T2, iff TIB= T,e. 
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Definition. Given two terms T1, Tz let Q be the set of all unifiers of T1, T2. A binary 
relation cU on the elements of “2G is defined as follows: V0,,f12~W Q1 cU 612 if there 
exists a substitution 6 such that Q1 = O2 0 6. 
Lemma A.1. The pair (@, <,> is partial pre-order, i.e., reflexive and transitive. 
Definition. The binary relation R,, called the renaming relation, on elements of @ is 
defined as follows: f!I1 R, e2 iff (0, cU 0,) and ( O2 cu 0,). 
Lemma A.2. The relation R, is an equivalence relation, i.e., rejlexive, transitive and 
symmetric. 
Definition. The partial order < eq on the equivalence classes of R, is defined as follows: 
Let El, Ez be two equivalence classes of R, then E, ceqE2 iff 3y~E~ 3&E,: y c.8. 
Lemma A.3. E, ceqE1 ifS’dyEE,, V&E,: y <,,O. 
Lemma A.4 The equivalence classes of the R, relation are closed under renaming of 
variables. 
Lemma A.5. There is only one maximal equivalence class of the R, relation. 
Definition. Every element in the maximal equivalence class is called a most general 
unfer of T1, T2, denoted by mgu( T,, T2). 
Definition. Let T1, T,EF-# be two gapped-programs. Let T; E T1 and T;E Tz be two 
subprograms of T1 and T,. The programs T; and T; match with respect to T1 and Tz if 
one of the following conditions holds: 
(1) T;=T1 and T;=T,. 
(2) There exist subprograms T;’ and T;’ of T1 and T2 which match w.r.t. T1 and 
T2 such that T;=C(T:,...,Tz), T;‘=C(T:*,...,T,**), T;=T? and T;=TT*, for 
some i, 1 bi<n. 
Definition. Programs T1, T2rzF-# are un$able iff the following two conditions hold: 
(1) There exists a unifier for T1 and T2. 
(2) Every two subprograms T;ET~ and TIE T, which match w.r.t. T, and T, are 
not syntactically identical. 
Comment. Condition (2) implies that the jigsaw composition of program with “over- 
lapping” primitive objects is not legal. This restriction is not necessary, however it 
simplifies the technical considerations. 
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Definition. Let SI,SZ~9’x be two skeleton-terms. Let S;ES~ and &ES, be two 
subterms of S1 and S2. The subterms S; and S; match with respect to S1 and S, if one 
of the following conditions holds: 
(1) S;=S1 and S;=Sz. 
(2) There exist subterms S; and S; of S1 and Sz which match w.r.t. S1 and S2 such 
that one of the following holds: 
(a) S;= #(ST,St), S;= #(ST*, Sg*), S;=ST and S;=Sf* for some i, l<i<2. 
(b) Sl;=C(ST,..., S,*)bX, S~;=C(S~*,...,S,**)DY, S;=ST and S;=S:* for 
some i, 1 <i<n. 
Definition. The skeleton-terms S1, S2~Yx are uni$able iff the following two condi- 
tions hold: 
(1) There exists a unifier for S, and Sz. 
(2) Every two subterms S;ES, and S;ES~ which match w.r.t. S, and S2 are not both 
basic specifications. 
Comment. Condition (2) reflects the corresponding restriction on gapped-programs. 
Appendix B. Soundness and completeness 
B.1. Soundness 
Lemma B 1 . . Given TE~-# and SEY#. Zf F. dd# TSat” S then elim( T) and elim(S) are 
identically structured. 
Proof. By an induction on rules and axioms. 
Lemma B 2 .. Given TEF# and SEY#. If F .&&s TSat” S then for each pair of matching 
subterms T’ET and SES w.r.t. T and S, Es/& T’Sat# S holds. 
Proof. By an induction on rules and axioms. 0 
The next lemma claims that if it is possible to prove that a mixed-specification 
S holds for a gapped-program T then it is possible to prove that a mixed-specification 
S’, obtained from S by removing all jigsaw occurrences, holds for the gapped-program 
T’, obtained from T by removing all jigsaw occurrences. This lemma implicitly states 
the soundness of the jigsaw-rule and the substitution rule. 
Lemma B.3. Assume the predicates Gc6Y are monotone and compositional. Let TE~-#, 
SEY#. If Edljti TSat# S then tdH# elim( T)Sat# elim(S). 
Proof. By induction on the structure of T. 
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(1) TEVUO, according to the definition of d99#, SEYU~. Therefore according to 
the definition of elim for programs and specifications elim( T) = T and elim( S) = S and 
we can conclude that: F,.,,# elim( T) Sat# elim(S). 
(2) T= C( T1, . . . , T,), according to the definition of zZ9?# there are two possible 
forms of S: 
(a) S is of the form C(S1,...,S,) t=-S,,,. According to the rules in dW#, 
3S;,...,S:,+r such that Fda# TiSut”Si, i=l,n and Gc(con~(S~),...,conc(S~),S:,+~) 
holds. Using the Rc rule we get 
t dx#C(Tl ,..., T,,)Sat#C(S; ,..., S;)r>S”+, 
which leads to 
F dx# C(T1, . . . . T,,)Sat# C(S,, . . . . S,) c-S,+, 
by using a sequence of rules, 11, consisting of only substitution and assumption-free 
rules. By the induction hypothesis F.oll# elim( Ti) Sat# elim( S:), i = 1, n, and by defini- 
tion conc(S)=conc(elim(S)) therefore Gc(conc(elim(S;)), . . . . conc(elim(Sk)), SL+ 1) 
holds. Using the Rc rule we get 
Fdd# C(elim(Tl), . . . . elim(T,))Sat# C(elim(S;),...,elim(&)) r>Sn+, 
Therefore, according to the definition of elim we get: 
t- da# elim(C(T,, . . . . T,)Sut# C(elim(S;), ..,, elim(S”)) r>S,+,. 
By applying the assumption-free rules in /I we would get 
t.dr# elim(C( T1, . . . . T,))Sut# C(elim(S1), . . . . elim(S,)) E-SL+~. 
The substitution rule and the assumption-free rule do not effect the conclusion of the 
specification and therefore S, + 1 = SL + r. According to the definition of elim to speci- 
fications we get: 
t- .da#elim(C(T, ,..., T,))Sat”elim(C(S, ,..., S,))c-S,+1. 
(b) S is of the form SEY. According to the rules in d9?#, 3S1, . . ..Sn+r~YP# such 
that F&#t TiSut’Si, i= 1,n and Gc(conc(S,), . . ..conc(S.,), S,+,) holds. Therefore, 
F .d9#C(T, ,..., T,)Sut#C(S, ,..., &)DS,,+~ whichleads to 
t-&,# C(T,,...,T,,)Sut”S’ (*) 
by using only the substitution and the assumption-free rules. The formula (*) leads to 
I- d*~# C(T,, . . . . T,,) Sut# S by using a sequence, 11, of rules in 3. Like in (a) we get 
l-d1# elim( C( T1, . . , T,,)) Sat” elim( S’), where elim( S)= S’ (since S’EY). Using the 
sequence II of rules of W we get 
bd8# elim( C( T1, . . , T,,)) Sut# elim( S), where elim( S) = S. 
(3) T= #( Tf, T;), we consider here only the case in which S is of the form 
# (ST, ST). By Lemma B.2 and according to the rules of &‘9’#, t-,,# T? Sat’ ST, 
i = 1,2 and # (ST, St) is well-defined. 
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Claim. Zf t-dd~ T? SUP ST i=l,2 and #(ST, St) is well-dejined then 
Ed8e# elim( # (TT, T,*))Sat# elim( #(ST, Sz)) and conc(elim( #(ST, S;)) 
=> conc(elim(ST)), i= 1,2. 
Proof of claim. Let denote elim( T:) by T1 elim(T,*) by T,, elim(ST) by Si and 
elim(Sz) by Sz. By definition, T1, T2, S1, S2 are #-free. According to Lemma B. 1 
Ti and Si are identically structured. We can also conclude that T1 and T, are unifiable 
(since Si and S2 are unifiable and Ti and Si are identically structured). By definition, 
elim(#(F, T2*))=T1qu(T1, Tz)=T,mgu(T1, T,) 
elim( #(ST, Sf$))=skell(S,)mgu*(skelI(S,), skelI(S2))oskelz(S1)oskelz(s,) 
=skel,(Sz)mgu*(skell(S1),skel,(S,))oskel,(S,)oskelz(Sz). 
Let the variables in T1 be denoted by Xi, . . . . X, and let the variables in T2 be 
denoted by Yi, . . . , Y,. Let the variables of skel, (S, ) be denoted by W, , . . . , W, and let 
the variables of skel, (S,) be denoted by Vi, . . , VP. 
Let mgu(T,, T2)=01~{X1 c T; ,..., X,c Th, Y1 t T; ,..., Y,+ TJ’} and 
We can rewrite the conclusion of the claim as: 
Ed&g TieI Sat” skell(Si)Oz and conc(skel,(Si)O,) * conc(Si), i= 1,2. 
We continue by induction on the structure of T1: 
(a) If T1 =XEV and T2 = YE^Y- then without loss of generality O1 = { X c Y} and 
/3,={ WCS1 ASZ, Vc S1 AS,}. Therefore, TIeI = Y and skell(S1)02=S, AS2. 
Using the variable-axiom Fd9# YSaP S1 A Sz. Since e2 is valid w.r.t. skel,(S,) and 
w.r.t. skel,(S,) we get (Si AS*) * S’i, i= 1,2. 
(b) If T1 =XEV and T,$V then without lost of generality 8, = {X t T2} and 
e2 = { WC S,} therefore TI0,=T2 and skell(S,)8,=Sz. We know that 
t-dd# Tz Sat# S$ by the induction hypothesis t-d;ie# elim( T,*)Sat# elim(ST) which can 
be rewritten as Edz# T2 Sat# Sz. Moreover, conc(skelI(S1)82)=conc(Sz) * conc(S,) 
since O2 is valid w.r.t. skel,(S,). 
(c) If T,EO then we can conclude that T,EV since T1 and T, are unifiable. 
Therefore this case is similar to case (b). 
(d) T,=C(T;,..., T:)E~-#. Without loss of generality assume that T1 contains 
variables. In this case Sz, S1 and T, are of the form Si = C(S;, . . . . Sn) DS’, 
S,=C(&q, . ..) Si) E-S” and T2=C(T;,...,T;). 
Intuitively, this case is proved as follows: 
(i) We decompose 8,) the most general unifier of T1 and T2, into n sub-substitu- 
tions such that (3; is the most general unifier of T,IE T, and T/E T2. This decomposition 
is possible since each variable in T1 and in T2 appears at most once. 
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(ii) In a similar way, we decompose O2 into n+ 1 sub-substitutions such that 
skel( S:)O’, = skel r (Sj’) t?;. Moreover, by definition S’&’ i = S’ A S”. 
(iii) By Lemma B.2 and according to the induction hyp. we show that 
Ed&# T;B’, Sat# skell(Si)B\, i= 1, n. 
(iv) According to the monotonicity and compositionality of Cc we show that 
Gc(conc(skel,(S;)B:, . . . . conc(skell(Sn)&, S’ A S”) hold. 
(v) Then we compose the subprograms by applying Rc and conclude that 
t- dd# C(T;B:, . . . . T;B;)Sat# C(skell(S;)B~, . . . . skell(S:)&) rzS’A S”, which can be 
written as t-da# elim( # (T,*, T,*) SaP elim( # (ST, ST)). 
Next we formally present the proof of this case. 
It is possible to represent 8, as a union of n substitutions O1 = { Q:, . , O;} such that 
TIOl=C(T; ,..., T;)fl,=C(T;d: ,..., Tidy) and 
T201=C(T; ,..., T;)O,=C(T;,O; ,..., Tie;). 
It is possible to represent e2 as a union of y1+ 1 substitutions O2 = { 6:, . . . , t3;’ ’ } 
such that: 
skel,(S1)82=skell(C(S’l,...,S~) -s’)B, 
=C(skel,(Sl)B:, . . . . skel, (S#?;) D S AS” 
(note that S’Q;+i = S’ A S”) and 
skell(S2)Q2=skell(C(S;,...,S;) r>S”)& 
=C(skel,(S;)B:, . . . . skell(S;)8;) D.S’AS” 
If T1=C(T;,..., TA) then Tf=C(T;*,..., TA*) such that Ti =elim( T,‘*) and if 
S,=C(S;, . . . . S,) E-S’ then ST=C(S’T ,..., Sn*) r>S’* such that S:=elim(S{*). Based 
on Lemma B.2 E,d3# Ti* Sat# Sj*. By the induction hypothesis td8# T,! Sat# Si. In 
a similar way we can prove that t.&## T,c’Sat# Sy. Moreover, it can be shown that 
# (Sl, Sy) is well-defined therefore the conditions of the claim hold for T;, T,“, Sj, Sy, 
ell and 0:. By the induction hyp. of the claim t-&,# T,id’,Sat# skell(S:)& and 
conc(skel,(S;)O\) + conc(S;). It is easy to prove that Gc(conc(S;), . . ..conc(Si). S) 
holds. By the monotonicity of Cc we get that 
Gc(conc(skel,(S;)Q~), . . ..conc(skel.(SL)&),S’) (*) 
holds. In a similar way we can show that 
Gc(conc(skell(S;)@), . . ..conc(skell(S.:)&),S”) (**) 
holds. Since Oz is a unifier of S1 and S2 we know that skell (S:)@ =ske& (S:)d’, 
therefore by the compositionality of Cc, (*) and (**) we get 
Gc(conc(skel,(S;) et), . . . . conc(skell(S:)B;), S’ A S”) holds. Applying the Rc rule we 
get F,dz# Tie, Sat# skell(Si)B2, i= 1,2. Since conc(skel,(Si)82)=S’AS” we conclude 
that conc(skell(Si)f?2 * conc(Si), i-1,2. 
This concludes the proof of the claim. 0 
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Theorem B.4 (Soundness). Assume the predicates Gc& are monotone and composi- 
tional. For every T’EY’ and TEY such that T=elim( T’) and for every SEY: 
U- tl@J;rp# T’Sat# S then + TSat S. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of T’. 
(1) If T’EO then T’= T and the rules and axioms used for showing that 
kdsr# TSat# S are also in d&T and thus kdd TSat S holds. By the soundness of ~~22 
we get I= TSat S. 
(2) If T’=C(T;, . . . . TA) then by the definition of elim( T’) we know that 3 T1, . . , T,, 
such that T=C(T1,..., T,) and Ti = elim( Ti) i = 1, n. According to d%!# there exist 
SiEY#, i= l,n such that k,da# TiSat#Si, i=l,n and Gc(conc(Si),...,conc(S,),S) 
holds. Using the Rc rule, l-.d,# C( T;, . . . . TA) Sat# C(S1, . . . . S,) E-S which leads to 
E,djp# C( T;, . . . . TA)Sat# S using a sequence, 2i, of rules. 
For 1 <i < n: if SET’ then by the induc. hyp. I= Ti Sat Si and by the completeness of 
&.%?‘, Ed4 TiSat Si. If SilY then kdsp# T,C Sat# Si which leads to t&x# T,! Sat’ eZim(Si) 
using Sub rules. We know that elim( T,l)= T,EY therefore elim(Si) is assumption-free 
(Lemma B.l). By using the assumption-free rule we get: l-.da# Ti Sat# conc(elim(Si)), 
i= 1, n which implies that tdn# Ti Sat# conc(Si), i= 1, n. Using Lemma B.3 
E .oI## Ti Sat# conc(Si), i = 1, n. By the induction hyp. + Ti Sat conc(Si), i = 1, n. By the 
completeness of the basic system kslJp i T Sat conc(Si), i= 1, n and therefore we can 
prove dg that l-djp TSat S and by the soundness of ~4.9 we can conclude that 
I= TSat S. 
(3) If T’= # (T;, T$) then by Lemma B.3 E1,# elim( T’)Sat” S. By the induction 
hypothesis + elim( T’) Sat S. 0 
B.2. Completeness 
Lemma B.5. Let TEY# be #-free and let SEY”. If kda# TSat# S then there exists 
S’EY+’ such that: 
(1) kdJ# TSat# S’, 
(2) conc(S)=conc(Y), 
(3) T and S’ are identically structured, 
(4) for all matching subterms T*E T and S*ES’ w.r.t. T and S’, k.dl# T* Sat# S*, 
holds. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of T. 
(1) If TEO then according to the definition of d%?#, SEY, we take S’=S. 
(2) If TEV then according to the definition of JX!&?#, SET, we take S’=S. 
(3) If TEC(Tl, . . . . T,,) then according to Lemma B. 1 we have to consider two cases: 
(a) S=C(Si,...,S,) E-S,,,. We are given that 
t- .dS)# C(T,, . . . . TJSdC(S1, . . ..S.) b&+1. (*I 
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To derive (*) in d9?# the Rc rule must have been applied at least once such that 
3s;,...,s:,+,: F&f&# TiSat”Si, i-1,11, G,-(coTx(S;),...,COTK(S~),S~+~) 
holds and 
k,-36#C(Tl ,..., T,)Sat#C(S; ,..., Sn)t>Sh+,. (**) 
The formula (*) has been derived from (**) by using only the assumption-free and 
substitution rules. Both rules do not change the conclusion Sb+i and therefore 
S n+1- i&+1. 
(iyE 
By the induction hyp. for every 1 d id n, 3 S; such that: 
dd# Ti Sat# Sr, 
(ii) conc( S:) = conc(S~), 
(iii) Ti and S; are identically structured, 
(iv) for all matching subterms T*E Ti and S*ES~ w.r.t. Ti and S;, krpd# T* Sat# S*, 
holds. 
Therefore, Gc( conc( S;), . . . , conc( Si), S,, i) holds and we can conclude that: 
(i) F&M C(Ti, . . . . T,,)Sat# C(S;, . . ..Si) DS,+~, 
(ii) conc(C(Si, . . . . S,) ~s,+,)=conc(C(s;,...,S::) E-&+1), 
(iii) C( T1, . . . , T,) and C(Sl;, . . . , Si) D S,+ 1 are identically structured, 
(iv) for all matching subterms T*ET and S*EC(S’;,...,S;) DS,+~, 
t- &&# T* Sat’ S*, holds. 
(b) SEY. In this case, TEY and we take S’=S. 0 
Lemma B.6. Assume the predicates in 9 are compositional. Let T, , T,E.F-# be # -fvee 
and let SEY#. If F,dJe# #(T,, T,)Sat# S then 3S1, S2 such that: 
(1) kQi,&# Ti Sat” Si, i= 1,2, 
(2) # ( S1, S,) is well-dejined, 
(3) conc(S)=conc(S1)=conc(S2). 
Proof. We are given that 
kdJp# #(T1, T,)Sat#S. (*) 
To derive (e) in &‘?A!# the jigsaw rule must have been applied at least once such that, 
there exist ST, St: 
(1) t-d&# TiSat#Sf, i=l,2, 
(2) # (ST, St) is well-defined, 
(3) conc(S)=conc(ST)Aconc(S4). 
By Lemma B.5 applied for T1 and Tz which are #-free and the above there exist 
S; and S’;: 
(1) t&as TiSat” Si, i= 1,2, 
(2) # (S; , S;) is well-defined, 
(3) Ti and Si are identically structured, i = 1,2, 
(4) conc(S)=conc(Sl)Aconc(S;). 
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Next a new specification S; is built for T1 in the following way: 
(1) For every meta-variable X in T1, S; contains the sub-specification of S; which 
corresponds to the subprogram to be substituted for X when unifying T1 and T,. 
(2) For every primitive object in T1, Sl; contains the sub-specification of S; which 
corresponds to this object. 
(3) For every composed sub-program in T1, S; contains a sub-specification which 
is the conjunction of the sub-specification of Si which corresponds to this sub- 
program and the sub-specification of Sz which corresponds to this sub-program. 
In a similar way a new specification Sl; is built for T2. 
Based on the well-definedness of # (S;, S;), the monotonicity and compositionality 
of the predicates G=E~ it is possible to show that k,&&# Ti Sat# Sj’, i = 1,2. According 
to the definition of S; and S’; the following holds: 
(1) # (S;, S’;) is well-defined, 
(2) conc(sl;)=conc(SI;)=conc(S;)Aconc(S;)=conc(S). 0 
Lemma B 7 . . Let TEF-# and SEY#. If k--,,# elim( T)Sat# S then there exists S’EY# 
such that I-_,&# TSat# S and conc(S)=conc(S). 
Proof. By induction on the structure of T. 
(1) if TEOUV then elim( T)= T and therefore kdx# TSat# S. 
(2) T=C(T1,..., T,) then elim( T) = C(elim( T1 ), . . . , elim( T,)). We are given that 
k dti# C(elim( T,), . . . ,elim( T,))Sat” S. According to Lemma B.l there are two cases 
to consider: 
(a) S=C(Si, . . ..S.) DS,+~. We are given that 
k &&# C(elim(T,),...,elim(T,,))Sat#C(S1,...,S,)~S,+l (*) 
To derive (*) in &‘9P the R, rule has been applied at least once such that 
3&s;, . . ..s.,+,: l-dd# elim(T,)Sat# St, i= l,n, G,(conc(S;), . . ..conc($). SL+,) holds 
and therefore 
EaliR# C(elim( T,), . . . . elim( T,,))Sat# C(S;, . . . . Sh)DS~+~. (**I 
The formula (e) has been derived from (t-e) by a sequence of applications of the Sub. 
and Ass. rules therefore SL + I = S, + 1. By the induction hypothesis there exist Sr, i = 1, n 
such that k.d8# Ti SaP SF where conc(Sj’) = conc(S:), i = 1, n therefore 
elude: 
t- .pl.8# C(T,;..,T,,)Sat#C(S’;,..~,S~) DS,+~. 
(b) SEY. We are given that 
k .dd# C(elim(T,),...,elim(T,))Sat# S 
which implies that elim( Ti)EF-, i= 1, n. To derive (e) the R, rule has 
at least once such that 3S;, . . ..S.,+i:k,d# elim(Ti)Sat# 
we can con- 
(**) 
(*) 
been applied 
Si, i= l,n, 
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Gc(conc(S;), . . . . conc(SA), Sh+ 1) holds and therefore, 
C(elim( T,), . . . . elim(T,,))Sut# C(S;,...,Sn) c-S~+~. (**) 
Applying the Ass. rule: 
C(elim(T,), . . . . elim( T,,)) Sat” Sk+ 1. (***I 
The formula (*) can be derived from (***) by using a sequence of rules, 11, in 9. 
By the induction hyp. 3 Sl; , . . , S; such that conc( Si) = conc( S;) and t-&&# Ti Sat# S:l 
therefore Fdr# C( T1, .., T,,) Sat# C(S;, . . . . Si) c-Sk+ 1. Applying Ass. and Sub. we 
get Ed&# C( T1,. .., T,) Sat# Sn+ 1. Applying the sequence l1 would lead to 
t- .dd# C( T1, . . . . T,) Sat’ S. 
(3) if T= # ( T1, T,). We are given that t-&&# elim( # (T,, T,)) Sat’ S. We have to 
consider three cases: 
(a) elim( #(T1, T2))~0, 
(b) elim( # ( T1, Tz))E”~, 
(c) elim(#(T,,T2)=C(TF ,..., T,*). 
We give here only the third case. If elim( # ( T1, Tz)) = C( T:, . . . , T,*) then there are 
twocases:(l)S=C(S,,...,S,)r>S,+l, (2) SEY. We give here only the first case. Again 
there are two cases: 
(a) elim(T1)=XEV and elim(T2)=C(TT,...,T,*), 
(b) elim(T,)=C(T; ,..., TA) and elim(T2)=C(T; ,..., Ti). 
We give here the proof of case (b). We know that elim( # ( T1, T2)) = C( TT, . . . , T,*) 
and that elim( # (C( T;, . . . , Ti), C( T;, . . . , Tl)))= C( T:, . . . , T,*). Since every meta- 
variable in T1 and T, appears at most once we can conclude that 
C(elim(#(T;, T;‘)),..., elim( # (Ti, Ti))) = C( T:, . . , Tz). Thus we are given that 
F,,#C(elim(#(T;, T;)),...,elim(#(TL, T~)))Sut#C(Sl,...,S,)r>S,+l 
according to the definition of d94?‘“, 3S;, . . ..S.,+, such that 
FdH#elim(#(Ti, T,r’))Sat”S~,i=l,n,andGc(conc(S;),...,conc(S~),S,+,)holds.By 
the induction hyp. there exists S; such that l-da# # (Ti, T,rl)Sut# S;, 
conc( S:) = conc( Sy ), i = 1, II. Therefore, 
F &&#C(#(T;, T;) ,..., #(T;,T;))Sat#C(S’; ,..., S;)DS,+,. 
Since T,l and Tf are part of elim( T,) and elim( T,), resp. they are #-free. According to 
Lemma B.6 there exist specifications S;,, . . . . Sb, and S;,, . ., Sb, such that 
(1) Fdd# T:Sut#S:,, kdrg T/S&#&,, i=l,n. 
(2) # (Si,, Si,) is well-defined, i = 1, n. 
(3) conc(SI’)=conc(s:,)=conc(S:,). 
Therefore we can conclude that 
E .dd# C(T; ,..., T,:)Sut’C(S;, ,..., S;,) DS,+I, 
kdr# C(T; ,..., T;)Sat” C(s; *,..., fa,) D&+1. 
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Based on the induction hypothesis 
E .z/&s# T, Sat+ C(S;,, . ..>sb.) D&+1, 
+ &&# T,Sat”C(S;,,...,Sn,) c-S,+~. 
It is possible to prove that #(C(S;,, . . ..Sn.) bS,+i, C(S;,,...,S&) bS,+i) is 
well-defined and thus the jigsaw rule gives 
kdr# # (T,,T,)Sat# #(C(s;,,...>X,) =-S,+i>C(S;,, . . ..sb.) bSn+l 
and the substitution rule gives 
Edr# # (Ti,T,)Sar# C(S;, . . ..X) b(S,,+i AS,.,) 0 
Theorem B.8 (Completeness). Assume the predicates Cc& are monotone. For every 
T’EY” and TEF such that T=elim( T’) and for every SEY: if I= TSat S then 
k ddp# T’Sat# S. 
Proof. By the relative completeness of ~~292, F&d TSat S. It is easy to show that 
kdje# TSat S. By replacing T by elim( T’) we get kdB# elim( T’) Sat S. According to 
Lemma B.7 we conclude k&,# T’S& S. 0 
Appendix C. Completing the example of Section 4.6 
C.I. Verifying Consumerc 
(1) Using the basic guard axiom: 
more = 1 Sat# q6 
where 
qs 2 [true, true, more = 11. 
(2) Using axioms and proof rules of the basic system: 
D12? temp; new := temp; 
( While temp = 63, Sat# q, 
D 1 2 ? temp; new := new + temp) 
where 
q7 2 [true, coAmore=l, new=siAmore=l]. 
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(3) Using a variable axiom: 
M Sat# 48 
where 
q8 2 [true, new=siAmore=l, new=siA(more#l -new b loo)]. 
(4) Using (2), (3) and the sequential composition rule: 
D12? temp; new := temp; 
( While temp = 63, Sat# (q7; 48) b49 
D, 2? temp; new := new + temp); 
M 
where 
q9 2 [true, co A more = 1, new = si A (more # 1 -+ new 2 loo)]. 
(5) Using the basic output axiom: 
DzI ! more Sat+’ qIo 
where 
qlo 2 [true, new=siA(more#l -+newblOO), 
new=si’A(more#l -+new>100)Achan(n[last])=D21]. 
(6) Using (4), (5) and the sequential composition rule: 
D12? temp; new := temp; 
( While temp = 63, 
D,,? temp; new := new + temp); 
Sat# ((q7Z) b49;q10) =-qll 
M; 
D2 1 ! more 
where, 
q1 1 2 [true, co A more = 1, new = si’ A (more # 1 +new 3 100) A 
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(7) Using (l), (6) and the while composition rule: 
ConsumerC Sat# (While qs, 
where 
((q7; 48) p49; 410) p411 
) -cl12 
q12 2 [true, init, new>,lOOAnew=si’]. 
C.2. Verifying Communication 
Using the parallel composition rule and the specifications S1 and S2 verified for 
Producerc and Consumer’, respectively: 
Communication Sat” (S, 11 S,) r>q13 
where 
q13 2 [I, IAinit, prime(new)Anew>lOO]. 
C.3. Verifying Produce+’ 
(1) Using basic guard axiom: 
more = 1 Sat# p1 
where 
p1 2 [I, I, more=l]. 
(2) Using axioms and proof rules of the basic system: 
( While found = 0, 
prod, j, found := prod + 1, 1,l; 
(while j d max A found # 0, Sat# p2 
found, j:=mod(prod, array [j]), j+ 1)); 
max, array [ max + 11, found := max + 1, prod, 0 
where 
p2 2 [I, IAcoApr, IAcoAprAprime(prod)]. 
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(3) Using a variable axiom: 
ZSat# p3 
where 
p3 2 [I, I Ace Apr Aprime(prod), I Ace Apr]. 
(4) Using (l), (2), (3), the sequential and the while composition rules: 
ProducerP Sat” (While pl, 
(PIi E) BP4 
) DPs 
where 
p4 2 [I, IAcoApr, IAcoApr], p5 2 [Z, IAinit, I]. 
C.4. Verifying ConsumerP 
(1) Using the basic guard axiom: 
more = 1 Sat # ps 
where 
p6 ’ [true, true, more= 11. 
(2) Using a variable axiom: 
VSat# p7 
where 
p7 ff [true, co Amore= 1, new=siAmore= 11. 
(3) Using axiom and rules of the basic system: 
(new 3 100; more := 0 
0 Sat” ps 
new < 100; skip) 
where 
ps 2 [true, new=siAmore=l, new=siA(more#l -+newklOO)]. 
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(4) Using (2), (3) and the sequential composition rule: 
(new 3 100; more := 0 
0 Sat# (PTA) BP9 
new < 100; skip) 
where 
pg 2 [true, coAmore=l, new=siA(more#l +new>,lOO)]. 
(5) Using a variable axiom: 
N Sat# plo 
where 
plo 2 [true, new=siA(more#l +new>lOO), co]. 
(6) Using (4), (5) and the sequential composition rule: 
(new 3 100; more := 0 
0 Sd (&;PS) ~p9;rhO) bP11 
new < 100; skip); 
N 
where 
pI1 f! [true, coAmore=l, co]. 
(7) Using (6) and the while composition rule: 
ConsumerP Sat# (While P6, 
where 
plz g [true, init, true]. 
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C.5. Verifying Primes 
L. Fix et al. 
Using the parallel composition rule and the specifications S3 and S4 verifiecd for 
ProducerP and ConsumerP, respectively: 
Primes Sat# (S, 11 S,) bp13 
where 
p13 2 [I, I Ainit, I]. 
C.6. Verifying # (Primes, Communication) 
(1) Using the jigsaw rule and the specifications verified for Primes and Communica- 
tion we verify that: p2 * q2, q3 * p3, q7 * p,, ps =>qs and q10 = p10 and therefore 
#(Primes, Communication) Sat# # ((S, 11 S,) b-q13, (S, 11 S,) bp13) 
(2) Using (1) the substitution rule and the assumption-freeness rule: 
# (Primes, Communication) Sat# [I, I A init, prime(new) A new 3 1001. 
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